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Dr. Hamlin of Bangor Will Try and Find
Out What the Game Commissioners
Did With ItDr. A. C. Hamlin told a Bangor Com
mercial reporter last week that he was
soon to appear before the governor and
council and see if he could not ascertain
where the $25,000 appropriated by the last
legislature for the protection qf game haa
gone. He said that the sportsmen in
Maine wanted a minute and thorough re
port of the expendiiui'es of the game com
missioner^ and he was going to look into
the matter.
He also stated that he would show to
the governor and council that some of the
wardens had tried to blackmail sports
men from out the state, after they had
returned home, by writing them and ask
ing for cash and threatening if it were
not forthcoming they would be arrested
for killing more game than the law al
lows.
Dr. Hamlin cited one case of this kind
where a warden up-river wrote a friend of
his (the doctor) in New York, who was
down here in October, and killed a moose
and two deer. The warden said that he
had proof that- the New Y ork man had
killed eight deer and unless he “ flashed his
stuff” he would have him arrested. The
sportsmen referred the matter to Dr. Ham
lin, and he found that it was a clear case
of blackmail.
The appearance before the governor and
council of Dr. Hamlin, or any request
which may be made by him in the line sug
gested will be likely to have weight. It is
well for the fish and game interests of the
state that there are men like Dr. Hamlin,
who actively concern themselves in these
vastly important resources of Maine and
who fully realize that only by eternal vigi
lance and able management can these
resources be preserved.
W h en the D o c t o r finds o u t , R a n g e l e y
L a k e s w o u ld like the resu lt, n o t th a t it
has the least id e a o f an y w r o n g d o in g o n
the p a r t o f the C o m m issio n e rs, b u t it
w a n ts t o k n o w w h o g o t the sh are th a t
sh o u ld h a v e been in the R a n g e le y s.

Phillips Free Public Library.
Among the many interesting reports
given at the series of meetings last week,
none is more calculated to show the up
ward tendency of the town, than that of
Mrs. A. M. Greenwood, Librarian of the
Public Library.
The report covers eleven months, from
March 1, 1895 to February 1, 1896. We
copy the following: Number of books in
catalogue, 1433; number of names in charg
ing list. 480; number of families repre. seated, 220; number of books in circula' tion, average, 260; number of families
outside, drawing books, 53; number of
books charged during the above period,
5392, number of families who draw maga
zines, 20. The class of books taken is
shown thus: Fiction, 4615; all other, 777.
Previous to the opening of the Free
Public Library, the average circulation of
books from the W. C. T. CJ. Library
would not exceed 25 per week.
Here’s a, little problem. Take it down
and see what you can do with it, A man
has 8100 with which to buy 100 head of
stock. He pays $10 a head for cattle, $3 a
bead for hogs and 50 cents a head for
sheep. How many of each does he buy?

24 below' Tuesday morning.

Nansen must have tipped the North pole
Miss I?ertha Hinkley went to Farming- over this way.
ton, Saturday.
In the January number of the Bates
The new list of voters contains 398 Student is an interesting article from the
pen of Miss Sadie Brackett, Bates ’98.
names.
George Whitney is improving from his It is entitled “ My Professor,” the Profes
sor in this case being one well known to
recent illness.
the people of this vicinity as Mr. G. W.
There will be a Union service at the
W ood, formerly principal of the Phillips
Union Church next Sunday evening, Feb.
Institute.
23.
The promotors of the course of lectures,
E.
H. and L. D. Shepard now have
given at Union Church last week, are to
about one hundred cords of birch at their
be congratulated on the success of their
mill.
efforts. The audiences were large and un
Judging from the numbers who attended usual interest was manifested in the sub
last week’s lectures, Phillips was athirst jects discussed. ' We trust that other
for sociology.
“ practical themes” will follow' before the
Mertie Davenport is home from Mas-a- season closes.
chusetts, where she has been teaching
The King’ s Daughters are to give the
for some weeks.
play, in 4 acts, entitled “ The Charity
The rough weather caused a small at Ball.” It is by David Belasco and Henry
tendance at the St. Valentine’s Ball, Fri C. DeMille. It is one of the most popular
plays ever given. Herbert Kelcey has
da y night. The music was excellent.
A telephone line is being put up connect “ starred” in it. It will be given under
ing the hardware store and Ed. Rideout's the direction of N. P. Noble, Esq., as
stage manager.
blacksmith shop at the upper village.

' On the evening of the 14th, Miss Daisy
Col. E. M. Robinson went to Bangor,
Dill gave a party in honor of the patron
Monday, to attend the annual meeting of
saint of the day—St. Valentine—and only
the State Grand Army of the Republic.
his canonized presence could have ren
The King’ s Daughters will meet with dered the affair more complete. Every
Mrs. Margie Skofield on Friday evening, thing, from the car-ds for progressive con
Feb. 21. Quotations will be from W hit versation to the numbers for the Shake
tier.
spearian oracle, was in the form of a heart.
Martin C. Kelley was 78 years old Fri Refi’eshments of ice cream, heart-shaped
day and in all that time has never run cakes and lemonade wei'e served.
across but one person who was exactly
An addition to the previously ' named
his age.
applicants for the position of County
Mrs. Mary Robbins has been confined Commissioner is l’umored on the street.
to her bed for several weeks with the pre Mr. B. Frank Beal is understood to be a
vailing cold from which so many are candidate for the place. Mr. Beal has
been a member of the Boai-d of Selectmen
suffering.
for many years and chairman for the last
The Baptist Social Union will hold a
tw o years. It has been 30 yeai-s since
social in Bates’ Hall, Tuesday evening,
Phillips has been represented on the
March 3. Articles will be on sale and re
board of County Commissioners, and at
freshments as well.
the present time it has no “ axe to grind”
Ben. Whittemore has a cat that the nor any proposed road questions to come
family physician says has genuine con up, so it would seem a fitting time for one
sumption. Here is a chance for Dr. Edson of its townsmen to receive recognition.
to try hi^ new remedy.
'Tis said that a “ pi’ophet is not without
The many friends of George Howard,
honor save in his own counti’y and among
j fomerly of Phillips, but now of Arkansas
his own people.” We should hardly agree
j City, Kansas, will regret to learn of the
that this is time in regax-d to our trusted
death of his wife, a few days ago, of con
physiclian Dr. Palmer. He is one of the
sumption.
most modest of men so the following word
R. W. Soule, formerly of this place now of appreciation won’ t hurt him in the
in Augusta, has moved his stock of goods least. Recently a Phillips gentleman was
from the Masonic Temple to his new store conversing with a well known doctor of
in Allen’s Block. He now has six floors Portland when the latter said. I am
40x60 feet.
afraid you do not appreciate D octor Pal
The many friends of Mrs. Izora Dill mer in Phillips, and went on to say how
Beedy, of Lowell, Mass., will be very highly he was thought of in medical circles
sorry to learn that she has been suffering and finished by saying that he was one of
for a number of weeks with lung trouble the brightest and best doctoi-s in Maine,
and a man who was thoroughly up to the
of a serious form.
Judge A. P. Wiswell, with Landlord times.
Gay, wife and daughters of the Willows
Hotel, Farmington, drove up Sunday p.m.
and took tea at the Phillips Hotel. They
returned in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beedy have the
sympathy of the community in the death
of their only child on Saturday evening.
Mildred was a bright active child and will
be sadly missed in the home circle.
The Baccalaureate sermon before the
graduating class will be preached by Rev.
Mr. Nottage, at tlfb Methodist Church
next Sunday morning, February 23. It
will be a Union meeting, there being no
service at the Union Church.

NO. 39. *

Ground Nut Grub.
The phase of the discussion about
ground nuts as it appears in R a n g e l e y
L a k e s of Jan. 30, brings to mind the case
of twro Irishmen each of whom mistook
the other for somebody else, and finally
explained the matter by declaring—“ be
jabbers it is nayther of us!” Now there
are two in Phillips among the aitches hav
ing the prefix D. F; the younger of these
busy with his studies at the High school
has neither time nor inclination to enter
this ground nut arena; while the elder one
solmenly affirms that up to this writing
he has never made one solitary “ guess”
nor said aught else in pi'int about ground
nuts!
If it should prove true that the corres
pondent to which reference is made in the
issue of Jan. 30 is one w'hose name sug
gests memories of the most dainty of the
genus Beilis, and she will permit ignoring
of botanical terms, the writer may add
his very limited knowledge on this ground
nut controversy.
About fifty years ago Grandfather H.
dug and gave the writer what he—the old
man—called ground nuts, stating that
people used to eat them as food, and that
they were good raw, but better roasted.
The old man x’efeiTed to a time now over
one hundi’ed yeai’s ago. The nuts were sa
plentiful in places that a man could digall he could eat, at one time, in a few
minutes. This was in Kennebec Co., and
while it is true that the present writer
has never seen them during thirty years
living in N. Franklin, the fact is not of
the least value as showing that they do
not grow here.
If memory be faithful, the tubers grew
on a long tw'ine-like root, and the lai’gest
were about the size of a pecan nut. The
blossom wras white and to a casual ob
server l’esembled the ••little star-eyed
anemone.”
These tubei's always grew in the woods
whicli fact hardly agrees with descriptions
of Apios tuherosa, which the French Cana
dians call pomme dc terre; and yet, the
writer has a strong impression that these
French potatoes are the kind growing on
the little plants seen fifty years since.
Perhaps “ D D ” will tell us.
D. F. H.
Phillips.

It is urell known that in producing
electricity, from fuel there has been a great
loss, about 90p.c. of the energy of the fuel
is wasted. To ovei’come this one point is
now the study of thousands of electrical
experts. Dr. Louis Duncan of the Johns
Hopkins University has l'ecently published
an article in which he attempts to answer
a series of questions, three of which are—
First, is it likely that the search for a
method of dii'ectly producing electrical
energy will be successful? Second, what
w’ill be the pi’obable method? Third, what
effect w ill it have on the industries of the
world? Briefly told his answers are: The
The graduation exercises of the Class
of ’96, P. H. S., will take place at Union problem will be solved; that the solution
will be a simple one, but* ne is not nowChurch, next Tuesday evening. The fol
permitted to describe what he thinks it
lowing is a list of the senior parts:
will be; that it will destroy the boiler
Salutatory, Am erica for Americans.
and engine industries, and many others,
F.i.Bert Peabody. but will cause a development in the appli
cation of electricity, far-i-eaehing and
Essay. The Evolution of W om an.
Montie Ross. helpful to humanity in the end. Dr. Dun
Oration. Roman Catholicism and the A. P. A ., can has seen a method, not yet patented,
which fulfils the inquired l’esults. As has
Clarence W alker.
been often marked, “ we are only in the
Essay, Popular Prejudices Against Higher Edu
infancy of electricity, ” but from the many
cation.
Josie Beede.
things promised and expected, we can
Valedictory. Nulla Palma Sine Pulvere.
hardly have reached even that very
Rose Tootliaker. youthful stage.
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Cloisonne jar, enameled bright,
Lika some fairy mosaic set
In opals on a belt of j e t ;
With quaint grim dragons that in flight
Swoop down from clouds of rose leaves
red
On weirder warriors below.
An old world epic of years fled,
How shall I deck you, let me know—
With flowers as beauteous and sweet
A s for m y lady’s touch be meet?
A sunflower for her aureole
Of tresses fair, and jessamine
To match the softness of her skin,
And for a symbol of her sou l;
Scarlet carnations for her lips,
And almond blossoms for each cheek,
Pink rosebuds for her finger tips,
Until are only left to seek
Flowers for the eyes of m y dearest—
Will these forgetmenots be best?
—Pall Mall Gazette.

EXPER TS AT CHEMISTRY.
Germans Lead tlie W orld In the Mysticism of the Laboratory.
“ Made in Germany” is now tho recog
nized trademark for chemicals through
out the world. The dyes and byproducts
derived from coal tar have become a clas
sical instance, or, as Bacon would havo
said, a glaring example. As we have
stated, tho fatherlanders have captured
these trades from us. Go to Elberfieid,
and what do wo see? A t tho Farbenfabriken, besides first class works, we are
shown a laboratory unsurpassed, perhaps
not equaled, in London and employed in
research or in the business there are 60
high class chemists. In the Badisohe
Anilin und Sodafabrik 78 chemists are en
gaged. An expert witness told the Gres
ham commission that six skilled chemists
was'the maximum number employed in
any English color works, if, indeed, there
were so many. These men are unceasingly
active in research. The price to pay for
progress is eternal vigilance. Every hint
from England, France, America or Italy
is tried, every new material tested, every
hopeful process patented.
The great
works at Hochst made in 1890 from 1,700
to 1,800 colors; they employed 3,000 hands,
70 chemists and 12 engineers. A firm in
Offenbach with 300 workers had 45 inves
tigators.
The lesson that has been driven home in
the fatherland is that industrial processes
carried on upon a large scale give great
chances for discovery. Just as gasmaking
gavo aniline, so the soap boilers’ lye yield
ed iodine, tho waste of salt gardens bro
mine, tho mother liquors from the springs
caesium and rubidium, tho acid chambers
selenium and thallium, the mines and
metallurgical works gallium apd germa
nium. Therefore the “ chemiker” on the
other side of the Hhine is always looking
oat for something new. He found it in
the benzidine and azo dyes, the former
giving Kongo red and chrysamin, “ the
most important discovery of modern times
so far as cotton dyeing is concerned.” In
short, as Dr. Ostwald las said, it is now a
firm article of belief that “ the secret of
German industrial chemistry is the recog
nition that science is the best practice.”
In England it is greatly to be feared there
still lingers faith in “ the rule of thumb.”
—London Telegraph.
Famous Fiddles.
The beauty and sweetness of Sarasate’s
tone are often commented on by people
who never think of the tone being in any
way due to the fineness of his instrument.
As a matter of fact, Sarasato has two
Strads. Ono is tho renowned “ Boissier”
Strad., which he managed to secure in
Paris for £1,000 an hour or two before
Hill of London sent an offer for it. Tho
other is one that had been used by Pagax^ui, which came to him through his son
Achille. Of course the latter instrument
has an additional value from the circum
stance of its former ownership.
Paganini had several valuable violins,
and the instrument which ho used in his
later years—a Guarnerius, dated 1743—
would probably command something like
£5,000 if it could be put in the market
now. Indeed tho sum of £2,400 has al
ready been offered for it and refused, and
a report was lately circulated that £10,000
had been tried. But the instrument can
not be sold. Paganini himself bequeathed
it to the city of Genoa, and the municipal
authorities there are keenly alive to the
value of the treasure. They have it be
stowed in a glass case in the recess of a
wall, which is again incased in heavy
French plate glass, the whole being closed
by a massive door. Every two mouths the

seals are broken, and the violin is played
A GENUINE COLD SNAP.
upon for about half an hour in the pres
ence of city officials, and then it is re It Spoiled a Wild Gooso Hunt For tho
placed and put under municipal seal. This
Hyde County Sportsman.
of course is done to keep tho instrument
“ Cold snaps don’ t come often down in
in good condition.— Cornhill Magazine.
Hyde county, ” said Pocky Griswold, w.. >
is instructor to the Hammondsporl TryInflamed Eyelids.
to-Catch-Black-Bass club during the sum
Many persons are troubled by weak or mer, and the same to the Wild Goose, Wild
inflamed eyelids, and some children have Swan and Wild Duck club of Hyde coun
such from the time of their birth. This ty, N. C., during the winte#. “ Cold snaps
trouble is indicated by white or yellowish don’t come often down there, but when
grains forming on the edge of the lids they do come, they come sudden and they
along the eyelashes, and sometimes by an stick right fast to things when they come
unnatural thickness of the lid.
too.
•
Ono of the best remedies for this trouble
“ One of the best times to bag wild geese
as well as ono of the simplest is cold tea. is early in the morning, just beforo limy
The eyelids should be bathed in this sev get up from their sleeping places on tho
eral times a day, winking a little of tho water and start for business. Whenever I
tea up under the lids at times. At night want a goose right bad, I always go out
the cold tea leaves, which have been pre early in the morning after it. It hap; l ived
viously steeped, should be bound over the one time last winter that I was pining for
lids. This treatment, if followed up, i3 wild goose, and I got up early in tho
almost sure to bring relief, and, in time, morning and went out to Lake Malta/
to effect a permanent cure.
musket to bag a few. As I stepped out
Another treatment is that of using of the clubhouse I noticed that ono of
boracic acid. About a teaspoonful of this those Hydo county cold snaps had dropped
powder should be dissolved in a teacupful down on us during the night, and every
of water and used in the same manner as thing was just tingling.
the cold tea. Citrine ointment, which is
“ ‘ All tho better,’ says I. ’ The geese’ ll
to be had at tho druggist’s, is also good. be huddled together in a bunch to keep
It comes in a small, round, wooden box warm, and as they rise I ’ll tumble all tho
and is to be applied along- the edge of the more of ’em.’
lids. It is very healing.—Housekeeper.
“ I crept through the bushes on the edge
of the lake, and seems to mo I had never
Closing Scenes of Dumas’ Life.
seen it look so glassy and smooth. Pretty
The particulars of the manner in which soon I came in sight of a big flock of geese,
M. Alexandre Dumas spent his last day, all bunched together.
given by those who were present at Villa
“ ‘ It’s a littlo tough on ’em ,’ I says, to
Champfleur, at Marly, are interesting. rout ’em out so early, but it can’ t bo
The improvement which had been noted in helped.’
the morning continued the whole day, so
“ Getting a good position, I said ‘ Shoo!’
that the members of the family felt their to the geese, because I never shoot ono
hopes revive. The doctors seem to have until it flies. The geese all stretched their
been rather skeptical, but Mme. Dumas necks and began flopping their wings to
and the daughters of the celebrated writer rise, but never a one of ’ em left the water.
were overjoyed.
Such a squawking and cackling I never
The patient was cheerful and smiling. heard. I shooed ’em again, and again they
He even joked, and had, in the morning, made a big effort to lift themselves up,
turned everybody out of the room by an but there they staid and squawked and
affectionate rebuke. He said: “ This is cackled. I got up out of the bushes and
really too much. What are you all doing, looked around to make sure that I was not
sitting about in my room? It is really ex in bed and dreaming. And what do you
traordinary. Cannot I be left alone in my s’pose? The lake was frozen tight as a
own apartment? My children, you really drum! A Hydo county cold snap had tum
take advantage of my good nature.”
bled on the lake during the night and
They were all going out, but he called froze it up, and done it so quick and slick
them back again, smiling, and everybody that the sleeping geese hadn’t known a
laughed with him. A t noon, however, he thing about it, and didn’t discover it untii
sent them to the dining room for break I woke ’em up! And there they wero held
fast and asked for a cup of tea for him in a trap that wild bears couldn’t have got
self. As he had done in the early morning, out of. I counted the geese. Thero wero
he took the cup in both hands and drank 217 of ’em .” —New York Sun.
the tea without any difficulty. Mme. Du
mas trembled with mingled joy and fear;
Chastising Chairs.
she dared not believe in what seemed so
Students of the human character may bo
extraordinary an improvement.
It was close upon 7 o’clock when the interested in noting how a Yorkshire bar
change occurred; the patient suddenly ex onet, sometime since called to his rest, used
perienced two successive nervous tremors, to punish his servants. During the greater
and fell back dead in the doctor’s arms.— part of his life he was a member of parlia
ment, and throughout his whole career he
London Standard.
was remarkablo for mental vigfor, fertility
of resource and shrewdness of observation.
It Does Make a Difference.
Arranging a number of chairs together
In Munster recently a man received in his dining room, he would associate the
three years’ penal servitude for attempting name of each one of his servants with a
to poison his wife by administering to her particular chair, and then, arming himself
sulphate of zinc in whisky. A t Leeds a with a thick stick, would proceed to con
woman was condemned to 20 years’ penal vict and chastise the offender.
servitude for attempting to murder her hus
The first tvyo or three of these chairs ho
band by administering poison in his food. would probably pass by, saying that these
It is certainly difficult to account for this particular servants were all right, until
vast difference in the punishment in two coming to the chair associated with the
such similar cases, and a lady correspond man in disgrace he would proceed to break
ent insinuates that to the woman were his stick over it, exclaiming loudly that
given 20 years because the judges, being the unfortunate individual was a rogue
men, naturally regard tho crime as more and a vagabond, and any other abusive
heinous in a wife than in a husband. My epithet that might occur to him.
own opinion, after reading the reports, is
Meanwhile the servants, listening be
that tho woman got no moro than she de hind the door, were able to announce tho
served, but tho man a good deal loss.—• approaching dismissal of the servant con
London Truth.
victed and chastised in this peculiar man
ner. Such a statement, appearing in a
She Had Reformed.
novel, might bo supposed to havo had its
Ethel—Molly told me yesterday, Neil, origin in tho imagination of the writer,
that you had resolved to give up talking but it is here set down as a plain matter
of fact.—Pearson’s Weokly.
slang.
Nell— Yes, I have. I thought it all over,
Sea Water.
and I ’ve made up my mind that even if
The innumerable shades of blue and
the young men do seem to like a girl
whose talk is bright and slangy, when it green which constitute what may bo called
comes to getting married she simply isn’t the natural color of sea water are due to a
greater or less proportion of salt held in
in it.—Somerville Journal.
solution. Tho appearance of intense blue
is tho rosult of tho presence of large quan
A large library is apt to distract rather tities of saline matter.
than to instruct the learner. It is much
better to be confined to a few authors than
Pliny says that tho liquor of the cuttle
to wander at random over many.—Seneca. fish was often used by the Romans as an
ink. It was considered superior to the
Pens of hardened gutta percha have been lampblack preparation, but was not used
repeatedly tried in this country and Eng so freely on account of its much greater
land, but have not met with success.
cost.

NOT AFRAID OF THIRTEEN.
Man Who Thinks That the Number
Is His Mascot.
“ Bless my soul, if there isn’t 13 of us
here!” said Engineer DoGraw of the Erie
road as he looked over tho men in K irk’s
restaurant, at the Port Jervis depot, wait
ing for lunch.
“ Yes, and this is the 13th of tho
month,” interposed Warren Ridgeway.
Kirk, the “ hash slingey, ” was too busily
engaged in making 13 sandwiches to no
tice the remark.
“ Coffee for 13!” ho roared to the boy.
“ What are you follows laughing at?” ho
asked as he turned to the 13 fellows on tho
outside of the lunch counter. By this
time Tommy Leard, tho 13-year-okl waiter,
had set out the 13 cups of coffee on tho
counter, and over the coffee cups tho joke
was explained.
“ That is peculiar,” retorted Kirk, “ but
I don’ t Bblieve in this bad luck stuff con
nected with 13. If there was any truth
in it, I ’ d be out of business, for I havo had
more 13 experiences than this whole gang
of 13 fellows could shako a stick at.
“ Do you know that it’s 13 years sinco I
stSrted in business, on the 13th of Decem
ber, and on a Friday too?” ho asked. “ I
remember distinctly that on the night of
that first dav I figured up the receipts to
be $13.”
“ Kirk, you’re telling one of those stories
of yours. What do you think we are?” in t
terrupted Dave McFall. In less than 13
seconds Kirk had handled over the pile of
13 books, each containing a year’s cash re
ceipts, and in 13 seconds more had proved
the truth of his statement. •
“ As I was saying before somebody stop
ped me,” Kirk continued, “ I was antici
pating some changes in the building, and
while I was figuring I discovered that
there were 13 windows and doors in this
place.” Tho 13 men.turned and counted.
“ Just as true as gospel that is,” was
the remark that came from each, and Kirk
continued: -You’ll bo surprised when I
tell you that tho counter around which
you are sitting is exactly 13feet long. It's
exactly 13 feet from tho bottom to tho
gable of this lunchroom.
“ Have you ever had any bad luck,
Kirk?” one of the most superstitious of
the gang asked.
“ No; I ’ ve been fortunate,” he replied,
“ and I think 13 has served me as a mascot.
I live at 13 Catherine street. I almost for
got to tell you that.”
Pie was then cut for 13, and while eat
ing it the talk drifted to railroad topics.
Tho flying express, 13, turned the curve
leading to the depot beforo tho talk was
finished, and tho 13 men turned to their
separate stations in receiving the train,
while Kirk made up another batch of 26
sandwiches for the passengers who might
care for lunch.—Now York Press.
Oat)

A Long Throw.
The New York drummer was leaning
gracefully on the bar talking.
“ You may not believe me,” he said,
“ but when I was down in Kentucky I
stood on a bit of high ground in Breathitt;
county and throw a stone into the Ken
tucky river; then without moving my feet,
though I turned my body slightly, I threw
another stone seven miles down the river.”
“ Rats!” interpolated a person who had
heard drummers’ stories before.
“ It’s a true bill,” insisted tho narrator.
‘ ‘ It was just seven miles from where tho
first stono struck tho water to where tho
second ono hit, and I ’m not a baseball
player, cither.”
After some discussion tho drummer hold
up his -hand and swore to his story, and
then explained that at Jackson, in ’ . *<thitt county, tho Kentucky river swings
around a bond for seven miles and comes
back to within 68 feet of itself, and a man
standing on the.narrow ridge separating
tho waters can easily toss a stone into the
river to the right or left, thus making a
throw of seven miles up or down tho river,
as the case may be.
This is the truo state of the case.—New
York Sun.
The Talmud (Jewish book of fund
mental and canonical law) says that ther
wero 80 persons besides Joshua who pos
sessed the power of “ stopping” the sun.
Flat footed men are rejected by the ex
amining boards of the army. They cannot
stand long marchos.
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’ twas told to him” ; and so little things counterbalance. They are good for the the best home made candy I have ever
are magnified into a startling affair which stomach, the complexion and the nerves eaten: 2 cups of white sugar, one-half cup
when eaten either boiled or raw, but, of of water, a tablespoon of vanilla, one-lialf
finally reaches the ear of the one about course,
the unpleasant odor left on the tablespoon of butter, 2 tablespoons of
whom it was first told, and henceforth breath after indulgence in them is a barrier vinegar.
Do not stir while boiling. When
there is distrust and dislike between those to their use to many people who would brittle pour on plates, and when cool pull
otherwise be able to take advantage of until white.
L. J. B.
who have been friends. *
the good thei’e is in them. To overcome
West Somerville.
There are times when it is necessary that all this and give everyone a chance an old
FATHEli’ S GINGERBREAD.
the truth be told and it would be an un remedy is suggested—parsley. To entirely
Tlie Singing In God’s Acre.
1 cup of sugar and 1 egg beaten together,
destroy the bad odor of onions eat a small
kindness
to
withhold
it,
and
there
are
also
BY EUGENE FIELD.
cup lard,
cup but
sprig of this pretty green herb either with 1 cup of molasses,
black sheep in every community, against your
meal or immediately after it. There ter, 1 tablespoon of vinegar, a little gin
Out yonder in the moonlight, wherein God’s
whom the young must be warned.
will be nothing in the breath or about the ger and cinnamon, 1 heaping teaspoon of
A cre lies.
These are disagreeable duties as any person at all suggestive of the odoriferous soda in 1 cup of warm ivater. Roll out as
Go angels walking to and fro, singing their
I. M. H.
parent will agree, but having defined these bulb five minutes after the parsley is soft as possible. Fine.
lullabies,
eaten. Any one can have parsley, for, if
bounds,
will
it
not
be
well
to
let
the
fail
Their radiant wings are folded, and their eyes
he does not have access to that convenience
ings of others, of which we all have our full known as a “ soup bunch,” it may be
are bended low.
TOILET SUGGESTIONS.
readily
grown in any warm, sunny win
A s they sing among the beds whereon the share, rest in peace.
dow.
Soak
the
seeds
about
24
hours
be
flowers delight to grow—
It is, after all, a habit, and not always fore planting in water that has the chill Hints From a Beauty Doctor That Will
“ Sleep, oh, sleep;
Improve Poor Complexions.
an unkindly one, to talk of the sayings removed, and, after planting, water
The Shepherd guardeth his sheep.
Freckles are due to an excess of coloring
and doings of our fellow men, and within plentifully. The little green heads will
Fast speedeth the night away,
certain limits it is right and proper since peep up over the earth in about 15 days, matter deposited in the second layer of the
Soon cometh the glorions day;
and when the plants are well grown your ekln underneath the cuticle. They are
the health and prosperity of even men window has a pretty ornament in it.
Sleep, weary ones, while ye may caused by an excess of iron in the blood.
acquaintances
should
be
of
sufficient
inter
Sleep, oh, sleep!”
If they are not of very dark color, they
The flowers within God’s A cre see that fair est for us to wish them well.
Banga Retreating.
can be bleached out, but if they are of the
and wondrous sight,
It is not an uncommon experience for one
The photographs of a decade ago or pronounced brown species, their removal
And hear the angels singing to the slepeers who is trying to trail a rumor back to its even of half that pei’iod back look curiously will consist in destroying the outer layers
old-fashioned now. It is the heavy bang
through the night;
source, to find that there is not a vestige which then prevailed and which has now of the skin.
And, lo! throughout the hours of day those
A paste composed of vinegar, honey and
of truth in it. Where do they come from, almost disappeai-ed that gives them their
gentle flowers prolong
air of antiquity. The straight bang de bitter almonds is said to be good for re
these
stories
without
an
author?
Does
The music of the angels in that tender slumber
moving freckles.
some one dream them, for they are amus parted long since. The heavy curled bang
song;
As a general thing the blood is not re
belongs to past history. And even the
ingly like the old nursery tale of Chicken light fringe, to which the possessors of sponsible for the different blemishes which
“ Sleep, oh, sleep!
high foreheads have clung, is retreating. appear on the face. Dirt gets into the
Little.
The Shepard loveth His sheep
He that guardeth His flock the best
You remember this tiny bunch of feathers It is being thinned, trained back, pinned pores of the skin, and the result is an erup
off the forehead with side-combs and all
Hath folded them to His loving breast;
was lying under a bush one day wher a that will remain on most brows before tion of some sort.
So sleep ye now, and take your rest—Pimples should be opened with a needle
leaf fell on him. It was something new in long is a light curl or tw o to bre&k its
or sharp knife, the secretion squeezed out
Sleep, oh. sleep!”
his life and must be shared with a friend, severity.
and a lotion of a wineglass of strong vine
From angel and from flower the years have
so he goes to a venerable goose, who but
The water in which macaroni is cooked gar, two ounces of glycerin and half a
learned that soothing song,
must
be
boiling
and
salted
to
taste;
the
pint of distilled water applied.
And with its heavenly music speed the days for being what she was would have known
something, and tells her that “ the sky is more water there is, and hence the larger
For people troubled with moist or oily
and nights along;
the saucepan, the better; success is im
S o through all time, whose flight the Shep falling”
possible unless these facts are well borne skin, a hot soapsuds bath once a week is
herd's vigils glorify.
in mind. Take, for example, half a pound recommended, using castile soap, as it is
“ H ow do you know,” asks tha goose,
God’s A cre slumbereth in the grace of that
“ I saw it with my own eyes, arid heard of spaghetti, break it into convenient of a drying nature. Bay rum and camphor
pieces, throw it into the boiling water may be used by such persons, as they dry
sw eet lullaby—
it with my own ears, and a piece of it fell and stir it occasionally. It should boil the oil somewhat, when the camphor
“ Sleep, oh, sleep!
on my tail.”
fast for about 15 minutes. When it is would parch other complexions. The opi
The Shepard loveth His sheep.
Proof enough surely, so madam goose considered sufficiently tender pour a jug um found in the steins of flowering lettuce
Fast speedeth the night away,
of cold water immediately into the sauce
waddles off to find Mrs. Duck, and she in pan to stop the ebullition, remove it from refines the skin and absorbs the oii. Rub
Soon cometh the glorious day;
turn
tells
her
most
intimate
friend
till
in
a
Sleep, weary ones, while ye may—
the fire and strain the macaroni on a sieve, the milky juice collected from broken
Sleep, oh, sleep!”
short time the whole barn-yard was in a so that it is perfectly free from all water. stems of garden lettuce over the face at
commotion, and when the story was traced Cover it over then with a cloth till it is night, allowing it to dry on.
going to be dressed, and the sooner the
Wrinkles depend* on the attenuation of
back and behold it was only a falling leaf macaroni is sent to the table the better it
the skin and the reduction in bulk of the
Another View of the Social Question.
will be.
on the stubby tail of a chicken.
underlying surfacial portions of the body.
In most small towns there are just enough
One of the simplest and most homely They are not a disease, but are the results
Unkind words have been likened to this
agreeable people whom it will be pleasant tle down. You hold the thistle in your methods of serving it is as follows: Melt of worry, grimaces, poor health, etc.
a good-sized piece of butter in a saucepan,
to meet in a social way very often, but hand with the down safely folded and it is add the macaroni with a dust of black Wrinkles ought not to appear before the
these meetings rarely take place, and when safe, but once liberate the seeds, and the pepper and plenty of grated Parmesan fiftieth year, but how often we see them
they do there is not the harmony that we longest lifetime would be too short to re cheese, toss the whole over the fire with at 25. The morS delicate the skin the more
tw o spoons and serve piled up on a dish subject it is to these disfigurements.—
should expect.
store them to you.
as hot as possible.
Philadelphia Times.
Now since there is no effect without a
What a good plan it would be if on a
It is a mistake to place a fine specimen
cause let us see why this is so. Pact is, certain day of the week, every flying rumor
Laughter.
that meeting so seldom people do not be could be brought to market, and there plant, loaded with buds or blossoms, in a
dry. warm room without supplying some
Laughter
is
a
most healthful exertion.
come well acquainted, and while Mrs. A. winnowed of its chaff. How many grains arrangement for the neccessary moisture.
It is one of the greatest helps to digestion
and Mrs. B. are very good friends of Mrs. of truth do you think each owner would A plant taken from its customary quarters
and mounted on a wire stand or table or with which I am acquainted, and the cus
C. the3r do not know each other at all.
carry home?
pedestal, with its porous pot exposed to tom prevalent among our forefathers of
The tendency is to make much of a few
There is just one kind of news of which the air, will soon become so dry that the exciting it at table by jesters and buffoons
friends and allow others to do the same, we should all be bearers and that is good flowers will fade and the buds blast before was founded on true medical principles.—
Hufeland.
and thus while it is commonly supposed news anything that we know will cause we realize its danger.
that in a village all are friends, something others to have a more kindly thought for
JELLIED APPLE.
Good nature and evenness of temper
like the reverse is too apt to be the fact. their fellow men should boas widely spread
Pare and core 7 or 8 medium-sized ap Will give you an easy companion for life;
ples.
put
them
in
a
pudding
dish,
put
Not of course that people quarrel openly, as possible.
cups of sugar over them and cover them virtue and good sense an agreeable friend;
but there are unpleasant feelings that go
Shakespeare’s advice is, “ while thou with hot water; let them bake 2% hours in love and constancy a good wife or hus
far towards spoiling friendship, and the livest keep a good tongue in 'your head,” a moderate oven; soak 2 heaping table band .—Spectator.
cause of this frequently, is the town gossip which is only another version of Saint spoons of gelatine in % of a cup of cold
water for an hour; when the apples are
for which no one seems responsible.
Pauls excellent counsel, “ speak every man done take them carefully out of the juice
Gossip is confined to no age or clime, truth to his neighbor.”
and put them in any deep eartliern dish;
and while ladies are said to have a mo
add the dissolved gelatine to the juice, and
if
it has dried away in baking add a little
nopoly of it, proofs are lacking; indeed the
The late Eugene Field, who wrote
hot
and more sugar if necessary;
first one to make trouble, or at least to beautiful verses about childhood and do pour water
B l a c k s m i t h
over the apples and place where they
carry the story, was Father Adam, and a mestic life, spent the greater part of his will get very cold; turn them out on a flat
life in poverty—a fact which did not, how dish when you wish to serve, and you will
line piece of work he made of laying all ever, weigh heavily upon him. He always
the blame on Eve, and saying nothing of spoke of his poverty as if it were a good find it a very pretty and tempting dish.
M.
and welcome thing.
how well he liked apples.
ORANGE OlE.
An acquaintance, Mr. John D. Barry,
This was Eve’s golden opportunity to tells
Having seen so many recipes for lemon
a story of meeting Field once at "a
claim equal rights with*. Adam, but she very well supplied table in a hospitable pie, would like some one to trv m37 favorite
orange
pie: The grated rind and juice of 1
neglected it, and her daughters have suf house where both were guests. Some
large orange, 1 cup of sugar, .volks of 3
fered in consequence ever since. But not delicious strawberries were passed around. eggs. 1 tablespoon of flour, 1 large cup of
They were out of season, and Field looked
alone in the garden of Eden has man been at them with admiration and paid his sweet milk» rub flour to smooth paste with
Having purchased the busme.-s and good-will
fond of telling tales, for coming dow n.to hostess a compliment about them, but de a little of the milk, then mix all together,
adding milk last; bake with one crust; of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
King Solomau’ s time, we find endless pro clined to eat any.
“ But, Mr. Field,” the lady asked, when done, frost and return to oven until fully announce that they are prepared to do
verbs about tiie idle tongues. Now it is “ don’ t you like strawberries?”
frosting is light brown. Frosting: Whites
of 3 eggs beaten stiff, add 1 dessertspoon
well known th at'S olom on was far from
“ Oh, yes,” he answeredof pulverized sugar.
“ Then why don’ t you eat some?”
showing to women the courtesy that our
MY WAY TO MAKE MOLASSES CANDY.
“ I’ m alraid,” said the poet, “ that
Knight of the Nineteenth century is al
they’d spoil my taste for prunes!”
Put together a pint of molasses, a cup
ways ready to extend, and although he
This remark indicates that he was a of sugar, a piece of butter the size of an
has many reproofs for women, the men philosopher'as well as a poet.
egg, and after it begins to boil stir con
Mr. W alker has had over 15 years’ experience
stantly until done. Then pour into a as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
take the lion’s share rather than the gentler
Parsley After Oniotis.
buttered
tin
until
cool,
when
it
is
ready
sex with which he was so largeley ac
wood-worker for many years, and both thor
THE IIEKB WILL REMOVE THE ODOR OF THE to pull until light colored. Another w7ay oughly understand their business,
quainted.
is
to
add
grated
chocolate
to
the
rule
as
VEGETABLE.
W e respectfully solicit a share of patronage
given above; cut into squares before it is
If stories never lost or gained by repeti
A t this season of the year, when the
do not pull it.
A. E. G.
tion, perhaps there would not be so much digestive system is apt to become over hardened;
L. W alker,
E. C . Lu fkin ,
Roxbnr3T.
harm done, but we know that ’ tis utterly loaded with rich, greasy or sweet foods,
Blodgett’s Old Shop, N ext Door to Steam Mill.
CREAM CANDY.
I send a recipe for cream candy that is
impossible for one to “ tell the tale as plenty of onions should lie eaten as a
R A N G E L E Y . M A IN E
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an Income by It.

There is a general impression that it isa
an easy enough matter to rip up a gar
ment. Most anybody can do it, and it is
an undertaking that requires no special
skill or care. Acting on this idea, cloth
ing is pulled, torn, cut with knives, snip
ped with scissors and finally taken to
pieces after this unprofitable fashion, find
the operator comes and declares that ev
erything is ready. A dyer who hnr.dhs a
large quantity of black goods says that ho
long ago gave up expecting anybody to rip
a garment up as it should bo done. If the
seams are ripped, they are full of thvc? V;
sometimes there are buttons on; kooks
and eyes are not uncommon; the fro.. of
them are stuck full of pins of various
sorts, and linings, facings, braids and the
like remain, in whole or in pieces, just as
the individual who had charge of the dis
integrating process happens to leave them.
To rip up a garment properly there
should bo no pulling, tearing or dragging
apart. If one cannot take the end of no
thread and pull it out, the stitches shomd
be cut with a sharp knife. Very few per
sons can rip a garment with scissors with
out doing it great harm. Indeed many
find it impossible to cut stitches with any
thing without making holes that render
the goods absolutely worthless for the uno
who originally wore it. When it is dono,
the edges a?o so ragged that a much
smaller pattern must be used. In prepar
ing goods for the dyer, or to be made over,
every stitch should be taken out. It
seems scarcely necessary to say that fac
ings, braid and hooks and eyes must bo
removed, but this is imperative, in view
of the condition in which garments come
to the dressmaker and the dyer. Many
dresses, capes and jackets aro perfectly
wearable after being carefully ripped,
brushed, sponged and pressed. It is a
wonder that some one does not set up an
establishment for ripping clothes and put
ting them in order for the dressmaker.
The owner of them frequently has not
time to do them properly, or is too careless
and understands too little the require
ments of them to do it had she all the timo
in the world. Some semi-invalid in every
community might get a ftderablo Ih ing,
or at least add to a limited income, by
preparing garments for remodeling.—
Philadelphia Ledger.

The Belfast Journal had a very readable
story of the Press Association’ s meeting
in Portland, full of good points and sug
gestions for the guidance of that body.
In regard to the annual outing, Bro. Pilsbury is in favor of taking a “ restful week’.’
near home, or in the State at least. He
mentions several charming spots, but
through some unaccountable oversight
ommitted Rangeley. He will be pardoned
on condition that he at once rectify it.
From Rangeley there are more “ nearby
resorts” than can be found in any other
section of the State, away from the coast.
And even the coast lacks the variety that
is to be found about the Rangeleys.
“ Come up and see us and we’ll make it
pleasant for you.” —Rangeley Lakes.
Oh no, we did not overlook, but have
looked over, Rangeley with others of the
Press Association who visited that region
in 1892. We partook there of the Rangeley trout, and were partaken of by
mosquitoes of the most persistent and
ravenous sort. This was the second visit
of the Press Association. Howard Owen
or Frank Rich can tell you of the first
visit, which was a notable one. RangeCollege Fun at Oxford.
ley’s turn will come again, no doubt, and
Sometimes it takes the form of noise,
may our esteemed contemporary be ’ here puro and simple—blowing horns in the
to welcome the visitors.—Belfast Journal.
quadrangle or yelling out the chorus of
There must be some mistake in the the last popular song under the dean’s
windows, with “ a running accompaniment
above. There are none of that kind of
of fire shovels and poker obligato. ’ ’ Some
mosquitoes in. or about, Rangeley.
times a bonfire is lighted, and the figure
of some obnoxious don is burned in effigy,
or a resort is had to the ancient practice
There seems to be trouble with the game of “ screwing up,” which dates from the
laws of this State. The' recent decision of reign of Henry VIII, when the commis
the supreme judicial court of Maine, Judge sioner sent down to demand a favorable
decision on the question of his divorce
Haskell drawing the opinion, seems to was ignominiously screwed up at Lincoln
east some doubt on the workings of cer college. The manner of procedure is both
tain portions. To such an extent is this simple and effective. Long nails, or, bet
feeling shared, that a meeting of the com ter still, gimlets, are noiselessly driven
mittee on legislation of the Maine Sports into the jambs of the outer door or oak.
men’s Fish and Game Association was The handles are then broken off, and the
held in Augusta this week. The object of unfortunate inmate of the rooms remains
a close prisoner till a carpenter can undo
which was to determine what steps had the mischief.
better be taken to make a legal test of
“ There is scarcely a more touching
certain features of the fish and game laws, story,” says Mr. Lang, “ than that of the
in order that an opinion of the court may don who found himself for the first time
lie secured before the sporting season screwed up and fastened within his own
opens. The following are members of that oak. ‘ What am I to do?’ the victim asked
cdtnmittee, and if such legal lights cannot his sympathizing scout, who was on the
put in teeth that will be of service, the other the free side of the oak. ‘ Well, sir,
Mr. Muff, when ’e’s screwed up, ’e sends
game laws, as well as the game, will be for the blacksmith.’ What a position for
doomed: Hon. F. E. Timberlake of Phil a man in authority, to bo in the constant
lips, Hon. J. F. Hill of Augusta. Hon. J. habit of sending for the blacksmith!”
F. Sprague of Monson. Hon. L. T. Carle- Evidently this must have been the same
ton of Winthrop, Hon. A. .VI. Spear of college where a few years ago the usual
Gardiner, and Col. «E. C. Farrington of formula of a scout, when he called his
master, was popularly supposed to be
Augusta.
something of this kind: “ Half past 7, sir.
Dean screwed up again. What will you
have for breakfast, sir?” —Blackwood’s
Magazine.
Not So Alarming as That.
She (calmly)—I think there is a burglar
Tried to Drown His Rival.
!i the house. Listen!
Some timo ago a family living at New
He— Oh, that’s a mouse you hear!
Mills, Berwick, got a collie dog pup and
She (excitedly)—William, why do you put him alongside a kitten, and the pair
«eek to play upon my fears that way? seemed to got on very well for a time.
You know it isn't a mouse!— Detroit Jealousy was not long in springing up,
Tribune.
however, and a few days ago the puppy

! was seen to lift the kitten In his mouth,
carry him to the back of the house, and
looking around to see that no one observed
him, drop the kitten in the ashpit. Pussy
was recovered, however, and like an invalid, received a double share of attention
for some timo after. This must have still
further intensified the dog’s jealousy, for
his next move was even more remarkable,
One day the dog was observed to lift tho
kitten in his mouth and proceed by a cir
cuitous route to Whitadder bridge, about
300 yards from the dwelling. Trotting to
the middle of the bridge, ho halted, put
his head through between the metal up
rights and dropped Tabby into the river
from a height of 20 feet. He then began
to jump and bark, evidently an expression
of satisfaction at the success of his murderous plan. The noise the dog was mak
ing served to attract the people of the
house, who, on going to the bridge, found
the cat struggling in the river. It was
rescued, but how the pair will get on in
future remains to be seen.— Westminster
Gazette.
A Complete Vengeance.

A t a certain theater not long ago a gentleman who gets murdered in tho first act,
and who subsequently turns up as foreman of the jury, was dissatisfied at the
rate of stipendiary emolument wherewith
his efforts were rewarded. Being unable
to obtain redress, he vowed vengeance.
So tho next night, when in the course of
the trial in act 4 the man who had done
the deed denied all knowledge of it in the
stirring words allotted to him by the col
laborators, the foreman of the jury upset
tho calculations of everybody in the theater
by rising solemnly and saying:
“ I tell you, Simpson, you did do it. I
ought to know, for I ’ m the very man you
killed, aud it’s the last time you’ll do it,
sir, at the price I ’m paid at present.”
Chaos.—London Tit-Bits.

On and Off a Donkey.

When we were boys, our first lessons ii
j riding were taken on and off the back of a
! donkey. He was a creature of changeable
j but, on the whole, amiable disposition.
j When bis temper gave way before the
j trials to which we subjected it, we took
j many lessons in that gentle art of falling
off, which is so useful a supplement to
the science of riding, as more generally
understood.^ Wo can mako this avowal
without any sense of shame- now, for it
: happened once on a day forever memora
ble that our donkey kicked off our riding
master himself, in all his glory of boots
and
breeches.
j
! Joe, the coachman’s boy, declared all
! our theory of donkey riding to be incor
rect, aud it is significant that, though the
donkey could kick off the riding master,
boots and breeches and all, it entirely fail
ed to shake Joe from his seat by any of its
antics. But then Joe’s method was en
tirely different from that of the riding
master’s. It was indeed so simple as
scarcely to deserve the name of method,
being contained in the single precept that
, yon should sit as near the tail of the ani
; mal as possible. That was the sum total
|of his theory of donkey riding, and it
j worked to perfection in practice. Our
1 uncle, who was in tho navy, explained the
mechanics of Joe’s style of riding nautically. “ It’s as plaiu as a pikestaff,” said he,
“ that when you’ ve got all the weight in
the stern the craft isn’t likely to go down
by the head.” — Macmillan’s Magazine.
!

“New Lamps For Old.”
The average American buyer has pecul
iarities by which the picture dealer is not
slow to profit. For instance, ho will rather
have one of the new flashy gilt “ composi
tion” frames than the old carved but per
haps discolored one in which an old time
English painting is sometimes imported.
Of course the original frame would natu
rally be preferred by a buyer of better
Heart Burials.
taste, because it will be in keeping with
The body of Louis IX , after his death tho picture itself. The garish effect of
at Carthago in 1270^ is related to havo now gilding against an old canvas should
been boiled in wine a4d water in order to bo obvious to any one who is able to own
preserve it for transportation, and it wan a line painting, but it is curious how in
then shipped by Charles of Anjou (I) to sistent the average buyer will bo about the
Sicily. Here the flesh and viscera were style of tho brand new frame that is to be
deposited in the Benedictine Abbey of j included in the purchase of his old picture.
Monreale, near Palermo. Tho heart and j It is the familiar cry of “ new lamps for
the bones remained, by desire of the sol- j old, ” and the dealer has the best of the
diers, in the camp. Later, his son Philip bargain. He sends back the old frames fce
(Le Hardi) having canied them and those j Europe, where the demand for thetz m
of his brother Tristan into Italy, th ey! much greater than the supply.—Art Am a
were brought to Paris in 1271. On March teur. <
21 of that year the bones, reduced to ashes,
\ %
were deposited temporarily in Notre Dame,
whence they were presently borne in state
Redimjtoti Notes.
to the Benedictine Abbey of St. Denis, and
30 degrees below early Monday morn
at each spot by the way where the bearers
paused, seven in number, Philip subse ing.
quently caused a cross to be raised.
Fred Soule is night, watch here at
Charles of Anjou dying at Foggia, 1285, present.
his heart was sent to Angers, while his
A horse belonging to the Company died
body was entombed in San Gennaro, at
Naples.
His viscera remained in the Sunday morning. Supposed to have been
Duomo at Fuggia.
injured some way.
Philip III (Le Hardi) died of pestilenco
The cold weather Monday caused a shut
at Perpignan, Out. 5, 1285. His flesh wae
buried at -Narbonne. His bones were down in the mill. The machines and belts
transferred to St. Denis. His heart was “ acted bad” is the mild form in which
given by Philip IV (Le Bel) to the Domin boss sawyer Young put it. :
icans of Paris.-—Notes and Queries.

Not Warlike.
A lawyer gave a dinner party, after
which the gentlemen retired to the smokeroom for a weed and a chat. Suddenly
the host got up, took down a sword which
hung in a trophy, and, brandishing it in
the air, exclaimed, “ Ah, gentlemen, I
shall never forget the day when I drew
this blade for the first tim e!”
“ Pray, where did you draw It?” asked
an eagor guest.
And now you’ ll be wanting a sleigh to
“ A t a raffle,” was the lawyer’s re
joinder.—Pearson’s Weekly.
replace tin- old and worn-out one you’ ve
! been using. 1 have a fine line of
Novel Scheme.
Baroness (to lady companion)— The be
ginning of this novel is horribly dull.
Have the goodness, Fraulein Brockhardt,
to read the first two or three chapters for
S l e i g t a s ,
me. I will then go on with the fourth.—
Feierabend.
And feel sure that 1 can please you on
Don’t trade horses with a map who canlot- laugh heartily at a good joke. Laugh
er is close to good digestion and next door
D religion.—New York Herald.
The factories of Missouri employ 143,139
bands, the annual output being valued at
$324,561,993.

both the goods aud the prices.

Get my

figures before you purchase elsewhere.
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RANGELEY LAKES.
in the woods without guide or compass, where we anchored and stopped over
paddled his own panoe, lugged his own night, the next morning being warm and
pack and was “ never lost in the -woods.” calm our captain went on shore. About
We quote from the letter: “ In this con nine o’clock a boat came along side of the
nection it may be proper to inquire what ship rowed by two boys which I should
is meant by a professional sportsman. If think were ten and fourteen years old.
it means the man -who sits in the canoe These boys had cakes, pies and apples to
and is paddled by aids and guides or fol sell. Taking their baskets on board we
lows a guide through the woods who we were soon eating the mince pies that
bears every burden and kills game for him, looked so nice. The youngest boy began
l plead guilty to not being a professional to cry, and on being asked what he was
sportsman; but if a professional sports crying about, said half of the money that
man is the man who can build his o wn we paid for the mince pies belonged to him
canoe, make his own paddles, navigate and Nick had got it all. We asked why
Captain Barker, of Bemis, informs weighed 1440 pounds and stood 7% feet
this little craft after built, make a tour of half of the money was his, when he replied,
R a n g e l e y L a k e s that the Commissioners high. Now I can prove positively that the
the forests and streams without a guide, “ because half the dog that them mince
have reimbursed him for the cash he paid moose there photographed was never
and hunt and find and kill or capture his pies were made of belonged to me.” You
out for watching the stream near Camp weighed at all. It was a large moose, but
game, then I claim to belong to that pro
Bemis.
never weighed or measured as stated fession.” He further states, “ In later bet when we heard that, the pie did not
taste so good.
Although forty years
The same lecturer said that some moose
It seems likely that the game laws of stood 9 feet high, and that a moose could years, since there has been attraction in have passed since that time I never see a
the state of New York will be so amended
the presence of large game in the State, I mince pie but what I think of the dos pies
as to prohibit the use of dogs and of jack smell a man five miles away. Also that a have made frequent trips into the forest of we bought at Holm’s Holl.
ing deer. That jacking and dogging will caribou could jump over an object 10 feet
Next morning was clear and fair, with a
exterminate deer is no speculation; it is a high. He also informed us that deer rose my native country, both hunting and fish
ing and always with good success.” But
fact.—Shooting and Fishing.
about half an hour after daylight and fed right here Mr. Wentivorth fails to substan light breeze from the west. We weglied
Another proof that Maine’s motto,
anchor and spread our sails and run out
till noon, and then lay down, but always
tiate his claim as a “ professional sports past Cape Cod and shaped our course for
"D ir ig o ,” illustrates the spirit of its
walked back on their track before lying man,” he does not even tell us of the large
citizens. Dogging deer has been pro down.
Cape Elizabeth, on the coast of Maine.
fish lie has taken and of the still larger
scribed years and jacking deer is now a
When one hears a man talking in this ones that got away; it is not too late, he Yes, I was getting back to native state
crime.
the home of my childhood, how my heart
way, it reminds one of the story of Mr can add a “ P. S ,” to his letter.
beat with pride when I thought of seeing
Has the Indian any rights which the Plummer. A man in Oldtown had invented
the friends I had left behind and tell them
white man is bound to respect? It seems a mixture which he called eye salve and of
he has. Judge River, of the United States whose wonderful virtues he was never My F ir st Voyage, or The Boy at Sea. the story of my first voyage at sea. Thus
a day and night passed and next morning
[Concluded from Feb. 13th.]
court in Cheyenne, Wyoming, has decided tired of telling. One day a Mr. Plummer
we were beyond Cape Elizabeth and near
that the treaty, which permitted Indians came into his shop. This was too good
The next morning the captain started
to hunt on unoccupied lands, was still in an opportunity to loose, so he began, for his home, down east, in the State of ing the Bay of Fundy. By five o ’clock in
force, and that it was of more importance “ Meester Plummer, Meester Plummer, af Maine, and I was left among strangers the afternoon we could see Grand Manan
island on our right and Head harbor on
than W yoming’s game laws. He there ye will put some of me eye sarve on yer in the great city of New York.
our left, and in a few hours passed Point
fore discharged the Indian who had been eyes ye can see a crow a mile aw ay.”
I had plenty of time for the next two
Pooh pooh,” Mr. Plummer; “ I can see months to see all the sights and wonders Lepreau, a few miles from St. John. It
arrested by the state authorities for illegal
was now dark and the shiji was plowing
killing of game. We had something of the one tw o miles off without any of it.’ of that great city. I took the ferry boat
her course through the water at the rate
sort here in Maine, a few years ago, but “ Meestar Plummer. Meester Plummer, yer to Brooklyn and went up on Brooklyn
of eight knots per hour, and before day
it didn’ t work advantageously for the a leear.”
heights where I could have a good view of
dawned we were at anchor in the harbor
aggrieved red skin, though he only claimed
the whole surrounding country. It was a
of St. John. In the afternoon the ship
LAWS NO GOOD.
under the treaty given by Massachusetts.
grand sight to look at the wonderful work
was hauled in along side of the wharf, my
of
man
in
building
such
fine
churches
and
Less Laws With Clearer Meaning Would
voyage was over and we were all paid off
The Foxes of Dutch Mountain.
large blocks. But the paradise of New
Be Better.
and went to a hotel called the Sailor’ s
John C. Norton, of Belfast, recently of
York, is up the beautiful Hudson river, Home.
Frankfort, on Tuesday exhibited what he
In the supreme court at Bangor last its rich old woods, its broad fields sloping
I learned that the steamship New Bruns
claimed was a silver gray fox, which he week, in the case State vs. Frank O. to the lovely silver,water.
A few miles
shot Monday on Dutch Mountain in McGuire, on appeal from lower court, was from Castie Garden, up the Hudson, on a wick, was to sail for Eastport the next
morning, this was my chance to get home
Frankfort. But I. V. Miller, the fur king, argued by Lawyer John F. Robinson point that reaches out into the river, is
and at eight o ’clock I vras on board. A
said the fox was a cross between a red for respondent and County Attorney fort Washington, where George Washing
few hours would land me in Eastport.
and a black fox, and was not a real silver Bailey for the government. McGuire was ton, with a handful of brave troops, kept
which place I had left over eleven months
gray. The animal’ s legs, ears and tail recently arrested for fishing with more back the British force in the Revolution
before. Would I see any that I knew or
were black, while the body was a mixture. than one line in Field’s pond, Brewer. ary war. I could see, as we passed by,
had they all forgotten me? When the
A silver gray is worth from $50 to $100, Two other men were with him, but they that the walls were fast decaying and
steamer glided in along the wharf at Eastwhile the one killed by Mr. Norton is not escaped. The party were using 12 lines in tumbling down, and as the little steamer
port I stepped on shore and looking up, 1
nearly so valuable. Mr. Norton is an old all when the warden appeared. McGuire passed up the Hudson on that lovely July
saw the same place where I joined the
gentleman, lame and gets about -with was sentenced to pay the usual penalty, morning, long ago with its sunshine and
crew of the brig Eliza Ann. The next
difficulty.
He has been a noted fox with $5 additional for each fish taken, and shadow; truly it was a picture that can be
moment I heard my name called, and on
hunter in his day, claiming to have killed he appealed.
seen only by those who visit the spot.
looking up I saw' coming down the wharf
1800; but perhaps if a person should doubt
Lawyer Robinson argued that under the After a stay in New York of tw o months,
a lot of young men who had been boys of
him he would knock off a few. He says special law relating to Field’s pond, sleeping on board the ship every night, I
my childhoods days, their pleasure on see
he has killed many silver grays, and fifteen McGuire had a right to fish with five lines began to look forward to the time when
ing me knew no bounds and I was marched
years ago killed several, and one black if they all carried a “ single baited hook;” Captain Grant would return to relieve me.
up to the Crawford house wdiere I w'as
fox. The latter sold for $125. Mr. Nor that the law was not sufficiently explicit,
was getting weary of the city and
soon helping myself to Mrs. Crawford’s
ton thinks he made a fatal mistake in and that, in any event, no notice of pro wanted to return to my native state. In
cake and pie. When Landlord Crawford
killing the old male black fox, as the tection for the pond was posted, as is good time the captain came, his ship was
came in,—I would here say that he and
breed is now nearly extinct. He says required by section 4 of chapter 262, re hauled out of the dry dock and was made
his wife were African and so black that
there are several on Dutch Mountain like lating to specially exempted waters. The ready for sea. Then he informed me that he
coal tar would make a white spot on
the one he killed Monday, and he saw one law relating to Field’ s pond is as fol had a cargo and was to sail to the island
them, seeing me making away with his pie
of Porta Rico in a few days and wished
other which he will have before spring lows:
and cake he ordered me to pay for them
Chapter 65, 1878, prohibits taking fish from me to sail with him, but I declined because
Mr. Norton will have his fox mounted.
and that right away. Some of the men
Field’spond * * * except with single baited I wished to go east. Finally the captain
hook and line. Penalty, $5 for each fish taken. settled with me and the next thing was to had been drinking and felt quite happy,
Has a Tame Moose.
County Attorney Bailey was not in find a ship that was to sail east, and in hearing what Crawford said to me one of
The Portland Railroad company has
clined to press the matter, and Chief Jus two days I found a brig bound for St. them could not stand it and seeing a black
received a tame young cow moose, the
tice Peters, deciding that the language of Johns, N. B. Bidding Capt. Grant good- cat and taking it by the back of the neck
first member of the animal family that is
the law was rather vague and in its mean by, on a pleasant morning in August, I he threw it, striking Crawford in the side
to inhabit the company’s zoo at Prides
ing not entirely clear, discharged Mc went on board my new ship. The next of the head. Down they wrent and you
bridge this summer. This moose was
Guire.
day we left the wharf, forty-two East- should have seen the w ool fly. When he
captured by a w ood cutter in northern
river,
and took our course dowui Long rose the blood was dropping from his face
Maine when it was but a few days old
from the scrathes made by the cat, but a
Says He Is a Sportsman.
Island sound, where the banks are lined
and is as tame as a cow. It is very play
few dollars made all thinbs right, and
with
elegant
and
costly
buildings,
with
Fish
and
Game
Commissioner
Went
ful, will follow its keeper around like a
with this my first voyage ends.
dog. It used to play tag with the child worth has written a long letter to Maj. evergreen, and old oak trees, fanned by
P. S. When you want to find the boy.
the
breeze
of
August,
made
a
scene
long
to
H.
A.
Shorey,
of
the
Bridgton
News,
in
ren in its frontier home. It is the first
Cal, you look for William W ilcox Rangelive moose seen in this part of the state which he gives an interesting account of be remembered. As the sun was sinking ley, Maine.
in recent years and is a great curiosity. his early days, and the love of hunting, in the western skies and the shadows of
It lives on branches of trees and bannock fishing and natural history with which he darkness were setting over land and water
which the keepers mix up for it. It is be was then imbued. The letter is called out the view changes, and objects were soon
ing kept at present in an enclosure at by the criticisms of many persons, that hidden from view. With a good northwest
Morrils Corner. Supt. Newman is also Mr. Wentworth is not a “ professional breeze our ship made her way down the
sportsman.” He invested the first $2.50 sound and at sunrise next morning, we
negotiating for several tame deer/
that he earned, in a gun. He built his own passed Tarpaulin Cove and out into
boats’ and made his own oars and pad Martha’s Vineyard, and soon made
How They Stretch It
i
dles, and although he does not say, it is to Nantucket island. Here the wind changed
f Forest and Stream.]
Speaking of weights a recent lecturer be supposed that he cut his own fish pole to the northeast and made it dangerous
here on Picturesque Maine showed us a from a clump of alders near where he crossing Nantucket shoals at night con
photograph of a moose which he said caught his fish. He made long journeys sequently we made harbor in Holm’s Holl,

With the Sportsmen.
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W h o P a y s t h e P r in t e r ?

I umns a single day; how those in Man|Chester can get back even the eomparaI lively small amounts they pay for hav1ing the public informed as to what they
have to sell; but they all do it and make
big profits in doing it.”

When You Use
The Hartford Post recently published
rj
some interesting statistics on the publish
ing business. It finds that there are in
the United States about 2,100 daily news
papers, 11,100 weekly newspapers and hun
OR
dreds of magazines, trade journals and
miscellaneous publications. In all more
BEAUTIES OF REMINISCENCE.
than a quarter of a million people are en
gaged in what is broadly known as the The Most Natural Years of Our Lives Are
Be Sure and Get the
Those of Childhood.
printing business, and their earnings sup
port a round million, or one in every sixty
In The Ladies’ Home Journal Rev.
or seventy of the population. An appraisal Charles H. Parkhurst, D. D., in an article
urgess
obes
on
“ The Memories of Our Childhood
of the printing presses and other machin
Homes,” writes thus: “ Reminiscence
ery in use would foot up from a hundred
makes us little even when we are old, aud
to a hundred and fifty millions. The helps to keep us pure and fresh with the
white paper which runs through the springtime that was in us a score ora gen
OR THE
presses costs an enormous sum every day eration of years ago. A boy can never be
and all the other material represents heavy come utterly bad so long as there remains
outlays. A t least 500 men and women are with him a memory of his father and
required to make a great metropolitan mother in the act and attitude of prayer.
daily. Many of them are scattered far and The time may come with the hardening
and chilling process of the years when he
wide and their expenses are heavy. Much will himself cease to pray, bufr from the
These are warranted strictly
that is prepared by them is telegraphed, canvas 'long ago painted there will never
and telegraphy costs money. But every fade the figures of those now asleep whose pure.
The Lead is corroded by
morning you get for the price of a postage heads were seen day by day bent in hum
ble,
confiding
worship,
and
who
in
in
stamp the fruits of all their labors. In
the old Dutch process and grounc
>Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat
no other shape do you get so much for so spired priestliness laid the morning sacri
ient business conducted for M o d e r a t e F e e s .
fice upon the family altar, and the mem very fine in pure bleached linseec
>Our O f f i c e i s O p p o s i t e U. s. P a t e n t O f f i c e ^
little. The result is that everybody reads
land we can secure patent in less time than those J
ory of father’s and mother’s prayer helps
the papers, and advertisers who desire to at any rate to keep alive in us our own
Jremote from Washington.
!
_ Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-5
oil.
The
result
is
a
lead
very
reach the public were not long in realizing possibilities of prayer.
>tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free off
the fact. It is known that the ruling
i charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
J
“ The most natural years of our lives we
f A P a m p h l e t , “ How to Obtain Patents,” with*
advertisers of the country pay in round live while we are children, and there are al white and of stronger covering {cost
of same in the U . S. and foreign countries^
numbers for advertising their goods these ways rest and purification in getting back
Jsent free.
Address,
S
ifito touch with them. When the burdens properties than any other lead.
amounts:
press a little heavily and the future is
The American Tobacco Company, (news
It costs no more to put on gooc
O p p . P a t e n t O f f i c e , W a s h i n g t o n , d . C. $
papers on ly), $750,000; Royal Baking Pow  thick with uncertainties, the wish will
der Company, (newspapers and magazines), sometimes shape itself that wo might bo
back
again
among
our
free,
fresh,
child
material than poor. By using
$600,000; W orld’ s Dispensary Medical A s
sociation, (newspapers and magazines), ish days. We do not understand it very
$520,000: C. I. Hood & Co., (newspapers well, but there is something gone that we the B u r g e s s , F ob e s & Co. Goods
and magazines), $500,000; Wells & Rich would dearly love to have back. These
ardson Co., (Paine’ s Celery), (newspapers may seem to have boen rather unproduc
and magazines), $350,000; N. K. Fairbank, tive afternoons that we used to spend up you will be sure ot a good job
(Cottolene), (newspapers and magazines),
$300,000; John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, in the garret, listening in the pauses of and one that will last.
$300,000; Proctor & Gamble, (soap), $300,- our merrymaking to the rain pattering on
000; Dr. Greene, (Nervura), $250,000; Scott the roof, and we so dry and sheltered un
CAN I O B T A IN A P A T E N T ?
F ora
The Portland Colors are Stand
& Bowne, (S cott’ s Emulsion), $250,000; derneath, but our life means more even
aPswer an(l an honest opinion, write to
irl UNN iv C O ., who have had nearly (if tv Tears’
Lydia Pinkham Compound. $200,000; Hil today because of them and because of our
experience in the patent business. Communica
ard for quality and shade.
ton, Hughes & Co., New York, $200,000; memory of them.”
tions strictly confidential. A H a n d b ook of In
Seigel, Cooper & Co., Chicago. $200,000;
formation concerning P aten ts and bow to ob
6m29
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Cuticura)
The Turkey.
ical and scientific hooks sent free.
$ 200,000 Jordan. Marsh & Co., Boston,
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
Turkeys are great wandorers. A mother
special noticeinthe Scientific Am evicnn. and
$150,000 W. Baker & Co., (Chocolate),
thus are brought widely before the public with
$ 200,000 James Pyle & Son, (Pearline), will often lead her brood three or four
enry
ibbetts
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
$150,000 P. M organ’ s Sons, (Sapolio), miles away from home. There they take
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
$150,000
up their habitation in unfrequented woods.
world. S 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Here is a total of $5,500,000 expended The instinct for solitude and wild life is
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, •35 cents. Every number contains beau
yearly by eighteen concerns, and a hun very strong after centuries of domestica
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
dred others could be named which spend tion. But a kindred instinct impels the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
mother to bring her grown family back in
MUNN & CO., N e w Y o r k , 3« j i B u o a u w a y .
ten millons more. No one can expect to the fall to where she started out with them
cover the country with an advertisement in the spring. This is not done, however,
E S T A B L I S H E D , 1863.
of any article without expending one hun till tho leaves are all off the trees the beech
dred thousand dollars a year. A good nuts have fallen and have been eaten, and
authority estimates the total cash value the cold winds and sometimes the snow
TJ&nler In
of all the advertising in the New York have made the sylvan retreats inhospitable.
RANGELEY.
MAINEThe turkey raiser earns her money two
newspapers on a recent Sunday as $100,000.
If that be multiplied by fifty-two we have or three times over, for throughout the
whole season those turkeys are always on
over $5,000,000 expended annually in the her mind. She is ever afraid it is too wet
Sunday issues o f New York city alone. or dry, too cold or too hot for her tender
That this amount is not an excessive esti birds, and finally she is afraid her neigh
mate is shown by the fact that the adver bors will round up the wrong birds, or
tising in the New Y ork Herald on a recent that the gangs of turkey robbers will
Sunday cost the advertisers—chiefly the catch them. For it is a regular operation
among renegades at this season to procure
business men of New York city—not less
wagons and go far and wide, making raids
than $25,000. The Herald’s prices per on turkey coops, or Stealing them out of
page range from $600 to $1,500, the latter their roosting places in the woods. The
amount being the price of a' full page of housewife’s anxious mind is not at rest
Specialist in H o rs e -S h o e in g .
colors, printed by the new process now until she actually has her turkey money
used in the Herald office. The highest right in her pocket.—Lewiston Journal.
rate for space in any publication of the
Our Pensioners Abroad.
country is at the rate of $1,000 for the
I can sell parties who are desirous of locating
RANGELEY,
M A IN E .
An explanation of the large number of
small four column page (fifteen inches by
in California. Real Estate in any quantity from
pensioners in Canada, Great Britain and
ten in size) of the Ladies’ Home Journal Germany is found in the fact that during
to 1000 or more acres, situated in. what I con
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50
in Philadelphia; this is at the rate of 6 2-3 the civil war large numbers of adventur
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
dollars per inch for a single issue.
ous men in those countries, attracted by
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
“ People advertise because it pays,” the large bounties and pay, came to tho
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo
says the Post. “ The shrewd and most United .States and enlisted. A t the con
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here.
successful business men advertise the clusion of the contest many of course re
can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
most, and as a eule confine themselves to mained, but some, disabled by wounds or
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
disease, after obtaining their pensions re HEADSTONES. TABLETS.
newspapers and magazines. The more turned to their native lands to spend the
o f the state for $100 per acre. Climate fine.
they pay the more they prosper, and the remainder of their days among their own
MANTLE SHELVES, AND W ell wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chance for a poor man to get
more they prosper the more they pay the people.
CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS,
land and make a start o f any place I have seen
printer, and so the business grows even
this state. For particulars write or call on
The End of Knowledge.
more rapidly than the the circulation. It
DONE TO ORDER. in
me.
Some men think that the gratification
is hard for those who have not been edu
Address.
S E W A R D DILL.
V
ST. B. H O YT,
cated in the business to comprehend how of curiosity is the end of knowledge; soma
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
the love of fame; some the pleasure of dis
profitable judicious, persistent and liberal pute; some the necessity of supporting 1 3 o
3 0 8 ,
I-* I i i 1 1 i
IV T ti.
A . R. BOOTH.
advertising is; how any firm can afford to themselves by their knowledge, but the
El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
All Orders by Mall or Telegraph promptly
pay $1,000 for a small page in a monthly real use of all knowledge is this—that wo attended to.
Co., Cal.
magazine a year; how the merchants of should dedicate that reason which was
New York can afford to pay $25,000 for given us by God to the use and advantage
R angeley L akes solicits your orders
nk
i
the use of the Herald’s advertising col- of man.—Bacon.
for Job Printing.
At Rangeley Lake* Printing Office.
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EDWIN AND EDWARD.
RESEMBLANCE OF TW IN BROTHERS
NEARLY RESULTED FA TA LLY .
A T im ely R ecognition

Stopped

th e P ro

ceedings o f J udge Lynch’s Court I n Tex
as— A D ru m m er’s Story o f H is V isit to
Uncle D an Spinner’s R anch.

engage in tho final prayer that is allowed
THE MISSl;
K
E
Y
.
even by the executioners of Judge Lynch’s
statutes.
What Else Could Be Expected on Her
“ Jumping from his pony, Uncle Dan
Wedding Day?
hurried up to tho kneeling fellow. Shak
It’s beneath a woman’s dignity to keep
ing him by the shoulder, ho exclaimed:
track of keys.
“ ‘ Do you say you are the other Ed?’
A girl who has been bridesmaid four
“ ‘ Yes, sir.’
“ ‘ Then, why in the world didn’t you times, and thereby cut herself off from all
say so awhile ago? Stand up till I get a prospects of matrimony says, this is what
happens at every wedding: Tho bride
look at you.’
“ The frightened fellow stood up, grin gives minute and particular directions
about the packing of her trunk. She knows
ning and wiping his hand over his eye.
“ ‘ By goshLhe’s right. It is tho other to within the one hundredth of an inch
Ed. Turn him loose, boys. Well, well.’ the exact location of every frill and furbe
The old man was so excited he didn’t know low and looks on while various members
what to do, and only by a variety of well of the family assist in cramming tho trays
turned profanity could he relieve himself. in and forcing the lid down. Methods of
He could only stare and stammer out accomplishing this differ—-sometimes it
questions. A t last lie got sufficient of the closes easily and sometimes it is necessary
alleged thief’s story to explain everything, to jump up and down or sit on it. Then
the bride to be orders some one to put a
added to what he already knew.
“ Hiding homeward he explained things strap around It, but one person leaves it
to me. It seems Uncle Dan was born and to another until tho moment for departure
raised somewhere in Brazos county. Near arrives. A t this juncture the discovery is
his father’s place lived a squatter named made that the trunk is not locked, the
Simmons, who had two sons, twins, Ed keys are missing and everybody wonders
win and Edward by name, so,alike in ap where the strap can be.
Twenty minutes until train time.
pearance their father could scarcely distin
“ Where’s your trunk key?” some ono
guish between them. Young Dan Spinner
grew up with the twins. They were his asked the groom. “ My dear, they are ask
playmates. Later in life, when he estab ing for the key to your trunk. Where is
lished a big ranch out west in Tom Green it?”
“ Tho key (in somo perplexity). Why
county, he took Edwin with him as his
most trusted servant. About a month —why, on my key ring, of course; the lit
previous to the scene I witnessed, Edwin tle silver one you gave me that time; don’t
get a letter from his father offering to buy you remember, dear?”
“ Certainly—^>n the k ey rin g .” To the
a bunch out of Uncle Dan’s stock. Edwin
mentioned this to Uncle Dan, but no deal anxious searchers, “ Y.ou’11 find the trunk
was made, though Uncle Dan would have key on a small, heart shaped key ring, my
made old man Simmons a present of the wife says,” replies the happy young man.
“ But where is that?” comes in chorus.
stock if he was in need. About that time
“ I ’m sure I don’ t know ,” falters tho
Edwin went home on a visit. A couple of
weeks later he returned, and the same bride almost in tears. “ Oh, never mind.
There, there; bother the trunk. What do
night disappeared with 100 head of stock
The pursuit and capture followed. Then we care?” says the groom.
The bride has a happy thought. “ George,
it was learned that it was not Edwin but
Edward who had returned, and the stock I have two keys to that trunk.”
“ Well, you’re a wise little woman,” in
he had driven off was the bunch purchased
by his father, the understanding being tones of pride from the young husband,
that the deal had been perfected. The while the aunts and cousins say, “ She has
another key.”
twins were so much alike in dress, beard
“ But they were both on the same key
voice and manners that even Uncle Dan
who had known them all his life, could ring,” continues the bride, and tho gener
al anxiety is redoubled.
net distinguish between them.
The girl who has been a bridesmaid four
“ Thab*night there was a big time on the
ranch. Liquor was turned loose. There times says tho first time this happened the
were pony races and target practice, and key turned up at the last minute inside of
next day Edward was started on his way tho trunk, and after that she has always
looked there the first thing and has nevei
homo with his stock with a big hurrah.’
failed to find it.— Chicago Record.
—Memphis Scimitar.

“ Speaking of remarkable instances of
mistaken identity and the liability of
juries to make grave and irremediable
mistakes through a too liberal reliance
upon circumstantial evidence,” said Ed
Lawson, “ I recollect an instance down in
Texas.
“ I was drumming Texas in the interest
of a St. Louis tobacco house, and while at
El Paso was invited by a ranchman, Uncle
Daniel Spinner, to visit his place, in Tom
Green county, for a day or two. We left
the pass at daylight, and after riding all
day through the heavy white sand that is
to be found in broad patches so far from
the edges of what was once known as the
Great American desert we approached Un
cle Dan’s headquarters. We were halted
about ‘ an hour by sun’ by a lone horse
man, who informed Uncle Dan that the
bunch of cattle that had been cut out of
his herd a week ago and driven off by one
of his trusted hands had been found by
one of the scouts sent out in pursuit and
that cattle and cattle thief were now ap
proaching on the way back to the ranch.
“ ‘ The boys thought they better bring
the pirate to headquarters,’ explained the
horseman, ‘ so’ze you could have a look at
him before we presented him with a
crown.’
“ Uncle Dan and I rode beside the
horseman a short distance and came upon
a most remarkable scene. A couple of
cowboys were driving about 100 head of
stock, and in the rear were about a dozen
cow punchers of the typical kind, sur
rounding a woebegone and mournful in
dividual, who not only was mounted upon
a sorry nag, but had a lariat thrown loose
ly over his neck, the other end held by a
dozen stout hands. The individual thus
towed along was oozing perspiration from
every pore. Ho was hatless. His shirt
was torn almost from his back, and with
his hands tied behind him he had no use
for brid’ e reins.
“ ‘ This man, Ed Simmons, has worked
for me over ten years, ’ related Uncle Dan’l
How the Chinese Count Time.
as wo rodo up to the cowboys, ‘ and I never
The Chinese sundial embodied the
knew him to do anything wrong before.
I knew his people down in east Texas, and usual principle, but was crude indeed. A
I have known this fellow since he w^s a rod or needle set upright reflected a shad
lad. I would hate to see him strung up, ow on a flat surface as the sun moved.
but the boys don’ t stand any foolishness, On this were characters indicating the
and if they have got the right man even hours of the day. The Chinese also used a
my authority couldn’ t prevent them from water clock called the clepsydra. It was a
executing the law imposed on the most disk of coppor or other material, with an
serious crime known in the cattle country.’ extremely small aperture, from which the
‘ ‘ When we reached the prisoner and the water trickled, drop by drop. The clepsy
guard, Undo Dan, having already identi dra of Canton is thus described by a trav
fied his stolen stock by the brand and eler: “ lb is a vase of copper. It is Situated
in a pavilion built on a double arch that
other peculiar features, said:
“ ‘ Ed, I never thought you would do crosses a street leading from tho great
south gate of tho city to the palace of the
anything like this.’
treasurer of tho province. Like that which
“ Ed only smiled sickly.
“ ‘ Don’t you know tho boys are going existed, and perhaps exists still in th
Peking observatory, it is composed of four
to string you lip?’ asked tho boss.
“ ‘ I s’poso so,’ was tho grinning re coppor vases, whence water runs from one
sponse. Tho poor fellow was so scared to another by little tubes fixedat the base,
and overawed he didn’t liavosense enough The vase that rests on the floor has on its
left to look serious. Ho nover originally | wooden cover a kind of handle, crossed by
rule mounted on a float and covered
enjoyed much sense.
“ Uncle Dan talked to the guards awhile, with characters representing the hours.
When tho water has run out— that is, in
and then in a matter of fact way said:
“ ‘ Well, take him off somewhere. I the morning or evening—it is poured again
don’ t want to see it done,’ for Undo Dan into the uppermost vase. There is a little
was a tender hearted man. I wasn’t anx brick staircase by which the attendant as
ious to see the fun either and rodo on with cends.
“ In the temples there ard attendants
tho boss in tho rear of the bunch of stock.
“ ‘ That fellow says he is the other Ed,’ whoso business it is to hang up a placard,
remarked one of tho cow punchers that with a white ground, on which is indicat
ed the hour. They strike the hours of tho
remained to drive tho cattle.
day on a drum, and at night they beat a
“ ‘ What!’ exclaimed the boss.
gong. The attendants who thus look after
“ ‘ He says lie’s tho other Ed.’
“ Uncle Dan pulled up short. Then in the flight of time occupy the intervals be
a momont ho sent spurs into his pony and tween in making sticks* of incense, on
flew across tho sand regardless of the which are marked tho hours. Theso are
trail, I in his wake. In a few minutes sticks so arranged as to burn a certain
we reached tho spot where tho lynching length of timo for every hour, and these
party had stopped in the bed of an arroyo, are used by peasants and others. The
stick is lighted when the gong sounds,
where a cottonwood tree cast a shadow.
“ ‘ Hold up, there! Hold up!’ shouted and in this way tho private individual can
the old man as he got within calling dis keep very tolerable account of the hours
as they pass.” —New York Ledgor.
tance.
“ The lynchers desisted at tho word of
command and stood motionless until we
American gold pens have the reputa
came up. We were none too soon. The tion, in our own and foreign markets, of
halter had already been thrown over a being the best pens in the world.
stout limb, and the wretch was about to

Trains and Winds.
Trainmen say it is not the “ head on”
wind that delay the cars, as the engine
presents a small portion of itself to it,
and, breaking through, the train can be
easily pulled along after it, but when the
wind strikes the train at an angle of 45
degrees, the trouble begins. The wind
uses the whole side surface as a leverage
and gives tho engineer lots of trouble.
The cars sway over to one side and are
dragged along with difficulty. The en
gineers estimate that in going 100 miles
an extra ton of coal is used in a very high
wind, and even then it is impossible to
keep on schedule time. The wind most
disastrous to travel on the Consolidated
road is that from the northeast. It strikes
the trains cornerwise and makes the en
gines struggle and strain to counteract its
force. This is felt especially in crossing
the Connecticut river, where the wind has
a full sweep, and all the New York trains
are a few minutes late when the southeasters are in force.— Springfield Repub
lican.
F ound H is Bearings.

An amusing incident occurred in the
hearing of a collision case in the admiralty
court, before Sir Francis Jeune and Trin
ity House assessors. A typical old salt,
with only one eye, got along quite satis
factorily with his examination in chief,
but was rather nonplused when tho op
posing counsel began to cast some doubts
upon his evidence. The old tar got over
the first three or four questions safely, but
his wrath rose as the cross examination
proceeded. A t length ho could restrain the
full gale of indignation no longer, and
buttoning his jacket tightly he leaned over
the rails of the witness box and cried:
“ I beg your pardon, but who might you
be, mister?” The court roared with laugh
ter, in which the president and assessors
heartily joined.
The counsel replied: “ Oh, I am against
you.” A t this admission the sailor seem
ed much relieved and remarked: “ Oh, I
see. Now I know my bearings and must
steer accordingly.” —London Telegraph.

HE ADVISED HIS SON.
T h e F ath er T old H im H o w H e M ig h t B e 
come a G eneral M anager.

Tho superintendent was giving advice
to his son in a private manner. Tho son
was about to accept tho superintondency
of a branch road, and tho old man kindly
gave him some pointers, and in tho fol
lowing language: “ By all means bo dig
nified, William, even if you don’t do any
thing else. When in the presence of your
superior officers you are asked a question
bearing on some technicality, don’t speak
too quickly. You must take time, and if
you happen to know nothing about tho
matter, you should maintain a judicious
silence for a few moments, as though you
were making mental notes of tho diam
eter, circumference and specific gravity of
the subject. That word gravity reminds
me also, William, that you should be ex
tremely gravo while in tho presence of the
higher officials. But don’t forget what I
told you about taking your time in an
swering a weighty question.
“ If you should be pressed for an imme
diate answer, resort to circumlocution,
and go back to the genesis of tho matter,
to begin with, for that will give you time,
and time in such a predicament is valu
able. While you are waiting, or circumlocuting, an accident may happen, or you
may see something wrong with the track,
which excuse will enable yob to jump the
track without suspicion. Your father has
been in many such predicaments, and
used tact to escape from them, with all
his colors flying.
“ Take this axiom to heart, William.
Remember this: ‘ Blessed is the man,
and respected by all his hind, who, hav
ing nothing to say, abstains from giving
worldly evidence of the fact.’ Remember
that any little prominence you may at
tract to yourself by the display of wisdom
will occasion jealousy among your con
temporaries, and, like a thorn, you will
often feel it pricking you. Keep quiet,
William, keep quiet, and say nothing, if
you can help it, and ffcsn the people who
can’t understand you will call you wise
and respect you, and after awhile, when
you get old liko me, you will wonder
how such an ignorant man as yourself
managed to get through the world and be
several times promoted.
“ I did it, William, and yet hundreds of
times I have been told things by tho sec
tion men along the road that I never knew
anything about and might nover have
learned if it had not been for the fellows
who work for 90 cents a day. You go and
find plenty of faults on tho line, so as to
show that you are alert, but don’t int-fbduce any innovations that might cause an
investigation of the policy you are pursu
ing. Now, goodby, William. Take youT
father’s advice, and some day you’ll be
general manager.” —Pittsburg Post.

The Prince Imperial,
Archibald Forbes, in his “ Memories of'
War and Peace,” says that the prince im 
perial, the son of Napoleon III, “ took
back” to his Spanish ancestry; that ha
had all tho pride, the melancholy, the ar
dor, to shine, tho courage bordering on
recklessness of a true grandee of Spain.
How perfect his self restraint could ba
is easily seen from an incident of tho time
of his studying at the government school
in Woolwich, England. He one day heart,
that a Frenchman was visitina the acad
emy and sent out to say that he should be
glad to see his countryman. Tho person,
who happened to be a bitter anti-imperial
ist, was presented, and the prince asked
from what part of France he came.
Tho visitor looked the youth straight in
tho face with a sarcastic smile, uttered tho
word “ Sedan” and grinninglyawaited the
effect of his brutality.
Tho prince flushed, and his eye kindled.
Then he controlled himself, and quietly
remarking, “ That is a very pretty part of
France,” he closed the interview with a
bow.
His dignity and self control were finely
manifested when, a lad not yet 17, he fo l
lowed his father’s coffin, as chief mourner,
along tho path lined by thousands of
French sympathizers, and his demeanor
was said to be truly royal when, later on
in that trying day, the masses of French
artisans hailed him with shouts of “ Viv«
Napoleon I V !” He stopped.
“ My friends, ’ said he, “ I thank you,
but your emperor is dead. Let us join la
the cry of ‘ Vive la France!’ ”
Then he bared his head and led off th«
cheering.
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| The train Tuesday • night, was two | Whew!
1ness unless it holds the confidence of its
|hours behind time. >
patrons by keeping abreast of the times.
G ot warmed up yet!
It cannot stand still. It must make acGeo. M. Esty drove to Reding ton, WedSociety Notes, Rangeley.
Was it cold enough for you!
■
cessible
at least a sample of the recent
!
nesday,
with
a
single
team.
Saturday. Feb. 22. Regular meeting Rangeley
The totters were out on Wednesday.
|fiction and it must respond to the reason
Commandery N o. 408, Order of the Golden
Billy Soule returned from his trip to
Lewis York is at home from school in able demands for an increasingly complete
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
Boston and New York, Tuesday.
Portland.
variety of substantial literature.
Wednesday p. m.. Feb. 26, Regular meeting
Mrs. Frank Worthley, of Strong, has so
W . C. T. U.. at the Library.
Moreover, repeated requests come,
James Steward was up from Redington
Rangeley Lodge, No. 200, I. O. G. T.. meet in far recovered that she can be moved to
especially from those living at a distance,
over
Sunday.
Church Vestry, every Wednesday even Rangeley.
for help in the selection of books. The
The “ Uncle Josh” rehersals are moving
ing.
_________________
card catalogue which, in tho nature of the
F. E. Tibbetts has been out of the
along smoothly.
Society Notes, Phillips.
case, to the only classified list which is
woods, from Redington, a week, laid up
Ed. Grant is laying in his stock of always up to date can be consulted only
Monday, Feb. 24, Regular meeting Mt. Abram with rheumatism.
stories for the sportsmen’ s convention.
Lodge, N o. 65. A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates
by the few, but in order to publish a
B. A. Moylton, Express Messenger from
Block.
One of the Durrell Bros., Hotel keepers, printed catalogue money would have to
Rumford
Falls,
formerly
on
the
Rangeley
Tuesday, Feb. 25. Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
be taken* from the supply which has
Stratton, was in town Wednesday.
route, was in town Wednesday.
O. F„ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Mrs. Ed. Greenwood, of Phillips, visited proved scanty for more pressing needs.
Wednesday, Feb. 26, Regular Commumcaion,
Frank Jacobs is to build the store and
In view of all these considerations, it is
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F . & A . M.. stable for Samuel Hano, Esq., for which her sister, Mrs. J. A. Russell, Tuesday.
the writer’ s belief that to double the ap
at Masonic Hall.
It looks as though the Boston Herald
A. J. Haley is drawing the plans.
propriation of last year would be no ex
Thursday, Feb. 20, Regular meeting Cushman
Ed. Grant is rushing the log cabin to was in for a libel suit if certain Rangeley travagance; it would not put the institu
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R„ at Grange Hall, a^
parties
care
to
push
the
matter.
completion. He is putting it together in
2.00 P . M.
tion quite in a position to be a worthy
A special train came in Wednesda3r assistant of our public schools. But if
Thursday Feb. 20, Regular meeting W om an’s the woods where the logs are cut.
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
The backbone of winter is broken. The bringing Messrs. Gilman and Goodwin, of that increase is too much to ask for at
Saturday, Feb. 22, North Franklin Grange, N o.
cracking of the bones were plainly heard the P. & R. R. R. and Supt. Davis. They present may wm not rely on the popular
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
all through the town during the recent took a team and started for Kennebago faith in the library, enough to raise the
Election.
Lake to get a general idea of the country amount this year from $275 to $400? In
cold
spell.
Saturday, Feb. 22, Regular meeting Phillips
from Richardson B ro’s. buckboard road.
that case the State’s gift will be §40 in
Commandery, N o. 402, Order of the Gold
Arthur Pennock, from West Farmington
Speaking of Tuesday’ s cold weather, Ed. stead of $27.50 and no doubt there w ill be
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
arrived Saturday night, called on account
of the illness of his mother, Mrs. Cyrus Whorff said: “ I don’ t exactly know ljow additional aid from private sources as in
cold it was at Haines Landing. Our previous years.
Pennock.
thermometer only goes down to 26 below
There are many w'ays of helping this
N. E. Harris, of Salem, was called to
and the mercury was way out of sight cause which have not as yet been ade
Rangeley last week on account of the death
Landlords Bowley and Whorff were in
and hearing of that point. Anyway the quately developed.
of a grandchild, the infant daughter of
the village Thursday.
;
mercury didn’ t get up where vre could see
Special libraries could easily be trans
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Harris.
it at all till most noon.”
ferred from the semi-private hands in
Mr. Larrabee has been waiting for his
Landlord Bowley, of the Mountain
machinery to arrive for the steam mill.
We have received tw o poems, full of w'hich they are now held, to the tow n’s
View, was in Phillips for a couple of days monntain air, the lake breeze and the care, either as a gift or as a loan, and so
J.
F. Oakes sent four more horses to
the first of the week. He reports work on fragrance of the forest, which was ab be made accessible to a larger number
Toothaker & Kimball’s camp, Tuesday.
the new house progressing favorably.
sorbed by tw o of last season’ s fair visitors without losing their present value in the
Capt. Barker and A. W. Soule were in
A. change in previously announced plans to this section. “ Rangeley Memories” least degree.
town Monday, on business. The Capt.
Why should not the Masons and the
prevented the exchange of pulpits between and “ The Woodland B rook” will be given
returned Tuesday.
Rev. Mr. Small of this place, and Rev. our readers very shortly. We thank our Odd Fellows and the G ood Templars sup
Arthur Rowe came up from Bemis,
Mr. Fultz, of Phillips. The date will be friends for the kind and appriciative ply shelves bearing their names with his
Saturday, and started Tuesday for
tory of the orders, biographies of their
words which accompanied them.
'announced later.
Madrid on liis snowshoes.
noted men and with special literature con
We are grieved to notice in the Lewis
Wm. H. McKeen, of Phillips, who has
cerning fraternal and temperance organi
ton papers the death of Miss Annie Viola W r it te n fo r R a n g e l e y L a k e s :
zation?
been at the Mooselookmeguntic House for
Stevens, of Lewiston. She will be remem Pressing Needs of the Phillips
a week, returned Friday.
It would certainly be a gracious and
bered by many frequenters of Rangeley,
Library.
a helpful thing for the various churches to
Alonzo Dill started the first of the week, having passed several weeks here last
Two years ago agitation ^for a free contribute books containing the annals of
for Kibby, with four of Richardson Bros, season.
library was started with some doubt as the missionary movements, the history
horses to work in the woods.
The steamer to take the place of the
Dr. H. B. Palmer, of Phillips, was in Florence Percy is to built by Mr. Pennell, to the reception the proposition would and the doctrines of their own denomina
Wednesday evening to see a child of Ira of Portland. The model will be the same meet. But the response was prompt, tions. And the Grand Armjr would per
generous and unanimous and to-day the form a large service by gifts of literature
Hoar who is very ill with bronchitis.
as the Kennebago steamer, but is three town is in possession of a good working concerning the war.
Let a group of
It is not definately known how many feet longer. Mr. Dickson, of Maneskoo- collection of 1500 volumes open to the
staunch Republicans donate lives and
persons have been killed the present week, tuk, has leased it for the season of Mr. public and in constant use by an already
speeches of the distinguished party lead
for asking, “ Is this cold enough for you?” Nile and the new name is to be “ Kine- large and steadily increasing number of
ers, and loyal Democrats rally to the de
ganet”
an
Indian
name,
meaning
Snow
Mrs. Etta McClure of Livermore Falls,
our citizens. Of the 5000 entries on the fence of their platform.
a former cook at Mt. View, has been flake.
librarian’ s card in the last year, many are
The farmers want books on agriculture
visiting the past week with Mr. and Mrs.
Augustus Hoar died at the residence of against the names of people from the and allied topics,—wrhy not establish a
Ed. Berry at Phillips.
Dana Hinkley, in this village, Tuesday farthest limits of the town. The books Grange alcove in which they shall take
Stephen R. Philbrick lost a tine five morning at 10.30 o ’clock. He was a son have gone into homes where they were especial pride as their gift to the library?
years old mare Wednesday of last week. of Daniel Hoar and was about 30 years of very welcome guests. Lonely or weary
In short, we need to see our opportunity
It is supposed that she burst a blood age. He served a part of five years enlist men and women have refreshed themselves to make this institution the great book
ment in the U. S. regular army; but was by reading, learned more of the w orld ’ s center of the community, a source of in
vessel while hauling hay.
The birch that comes to the steam mill sent home tw o years ago on account of thoughts and the w orld’ s deeds. Child formation and inspiration to everybody.
is very handsome, scarcely a trace of red poor health. The disease developed into ren have searched the shelves for aid in
W m. W . R an n ev.
heart. Mr. Larrabee expects to start up consumption and although his death has their studies. Hundreds of boys and girls
been looked for it came quite unexpected, at are healthier mentally and morally be
sawing in about ten days.
Dallas.
It isn’ t often that one undertakes to last. He was a young man who ,was well cause of the vote in the March meeting of
Nathaniel Brackett is doing Charles
liked. The funeral is to take place to-day 1894, and every tax payer in Phillips has
wind a clock with a lighted match, instead
Adams’ chores this winter.
(Thursday.)
the right to be proud and happy in the
of using it to light the lamp, as was
The school in this place is to have tw o
conciousness
that
he
has
a
share
in
this
Miss Grace Hinkley has in her posses
intended. If the matron does make such
weeks additional, so it will keep four
a mistake, she is quite apt to exclaim, sion several old deeds and bonds. Among enterprise.
weeks more.
As yet we stand alone in the county in
them are many names of the early settlers
"W ell, I da-clair!”
George M oore is getting to be quite a
of Phillips, Avon and No. 1, (Madrid.) the possession of a free public library, but
D A N A ’ S Sarsaparilla is not only the best
The oldest date is April 24, 1823 from Jane we cannot afford to be vain. We have basket maker. He lias made six baskets
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver,
Humphrey of Plantation No. 1, county of made only a beginning and at least half of this winter.
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, but if no
Those who have prayed so earnestly for
Oxford,
to Ebenezer Hinkley of same. One the honor belongs to generous friends of
bene/it, you can get your money back. The
the town. To sustain the library at its snow have changed their minds. They
same guarantee applies to D ana ’ s Pills, from Abraham Hinkley to Ebenezer Hink
present level of efficiency, a somewhat now pray for a road.
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by ley, both of No. 1, dated Dec. 9, 1825. The
witnesses were Abigail Oakes, Sarah B. larger appropriation is now necessary.
J ohn H alev , Agent. 3m37.
We all rejoice in the large use of the
Oakes and John Oakes. A third from
M A R R IE D .
Mr. W. H. Ellis, of Greenvale Planta Abel Cook, of Avon, to Jane Humphrey, books, but use involves wear and inevit
tion, writes the following: It has been of No. 1, May 14, 1828, Aaron Plummer, able bills for repairs. We are all glad to
Phillips. Maine, Feb. 28th. by William H.
rumored in Phillips and Farmington, that witness. The fourth from Abraham know that there is increasing demand for Fultz, pastor of the F . B. Church, Mr. Chester
the new road, so called, in Sandy River Hinkley, of Phillips, in the county of works of the better sort, history, bio L. Durrell o f Mexico, Maine, to Miss Myrtle
Plantation, was washed so that it was “ Summer set” to Samuel Hinkley of same, graphy, poetry, etc., but as yet our sup V . Phillips of Kingfield, Maine.
not passable. Now it is not so. The road dated Oct. 16, 1828. The witnesses were ply of first class reference books is sadly
is in good condition and I shall keep it Isaac M. W ood and Moses Wells. Num limited. Valuable magazines are accumu
D IE D .
broken in good shape during the winter, ber five is from Samuel Knowlton, lating which ought to be substantially
and it can be traveled when any part of yeoman, of Avon, to Jane Humphrey, bound, but there is no fund for that pur
Clearwater, California, January *27, L u c y B .
Rangeley road can. There are teams haul “ single woman” and conveys “ fifty akers pose. Already there are more books than Plaisted, aged about 61 years.
ing logs from above Mr. Grey’ s, (formerly be it the same more or less,’ ’ dated Aug.14, shelf room in several departments and
Rangeley, February 14, Mildred Emily, in
Harrison Small’s) to the steam mill and 1831. John L. Blake and Polly Blake new' stacks must be built in the near fant daugeter of Mr. and Mrs. F . N . Harris.
they are hauling lumber from there to were the witnesses. Not one of the fore future.
Rangeley, February 18. Augustus Hoar, aged
Madrid village.
going named persons is living.
No library can continue in large useful- about 30 years.
AMONG TH E O RD ERS.
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